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Once Upon a Billionaire
When wealthy Brittany Ellis and Alex Fuentes, a gang member from the other side of town, develop a relationship after Alex
discovers that Brittany is not exactly who she seems to be, they must face the disapproval of others.

Her Secret Lover
Self-made billionaire Nathan Trainor feels restless and disillusioned. His company may be thriving, but he can t find a
woman who sees him for more than his wealth. With his love life in the red, he meets two other billionaire bachelors at the
ultra-exclusive Bellwether Club. The three of them make a wager of the heart: they must find women who love them for
who they are, not their money. Savvy office temp Chloe Russell is trying to scrape together the money she needs to support
her grandmother. So when a flu epidemic strikes Trainor Electronics and she s promoted to Nathan Trainor s assistant, she
jumps at the lucrative opportunity. But then Nathan himself falls ill, and he and Chloe must work from his penthouse while
he recuperates. Before long, it s clear there s genuine heat between them, and it s more than just a fever spike. Will Nathan
win Chloe s heart and the bet? Or will their differences destroy any chance for love?"

Have Baby, Need Billionaire & The Sarantos Secret Baby
The Billionaires Secret is the story of Herb, a young retired investment banker, who meets Marvin, a geriatric, under-thePage 1/17
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radar billionaire and how their chance meeting and friendship changes Herb's financial roadmap and life forever. Their
illuminating and sometimes humorous conversations about this hush-hush corner of Wall Street unfold as Marvin teaches
Herb the industry's best kept strategies of the preferred stock sector and divulges his tried-and-true investment tactics that
made him incredibly wealthy.This tale of friendship and building wealth also serves as an easy-to-understand handbook to
playing the field of preferred securities investment. We reveal the real secret to investing just like billionaires -and earning
a 10-30% yearly return on investment-with a precise and exhaustive plan for earning those same oversized returns, yearafter-year, for the rest of your life. Sounds too good to be true? You be the judge. The Billionaires Secret will change your
life just like it did Herb's.

The Billionaire's Masquerade (Betting on You Series: Book Two)
When DeVon Ricci discovers that his perfect Krissy Jensen isn't so perfect after all, he retreats back behind the walls he's
put up to keep himself from being hurt. As truths begin to reveal themselves, DeVon must decide if loving Krissy is worth
the risk of a broken heart.

Billionaires & Ballot Bandits
Emily I tried to say no. I did more than try, I flat out turned him down. Repeatedly. But Tate Winters doesn't take no for an
answer. He's smart, hot, and he knows how to get to me. Before I can stop myself, I'm falling for him. But Tate doesn't know
my secrets. He doesn't understand that we can't be together, no matter how much we both want it. TateI like things easy,
at least when it comes to women. I'm Tate Winters - I've never had to work for a female in my life. Emily is worth the effort,
I know she is. She's beautiful, brilliant, and real. The only woman I've ever known who can match me. She keeps running
from me, but I won't let her get away. Emily Winslow is mine. I just have to prove it to her. The Billionaire’s Secret Love is a
standalone romance with a happy ending. It’s the second book in the Scandals of the Bad Boy Billionaire’s series, and
reveals more about the notorious men of the Winters family. You can read it on its own, everything you need to know from
the first book is explained, but you might want to read the others once you get a taste of the Winters men ;}

The Ceo Buys in
USA Today Bestselling Author, Lexy Timms, brings you a billionaire with a past he pretends didn’t exist and a private life he
doesn’t want to share with anyone—except with one girl from his past that doesn’t remember him. The SECRET of
happiness is FREEDOM. The secret of freedom is COURAGE. The reason people find it so hard to be happy is that they
always see the past as better than what is was and the present worse than it actually is. Billionaire CEO, SIMON DIESEL,
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owns one of the largest companies in the U.S. Little is known about him—he keeps his personal life out of the media despite
their efforts to try to find out who the single, handsome billionaire is. He graduated out of Stanford with top honors, and
while there invested in an online company that turned into a fortune. No one knows he was just a regular kid growing up
and got into Stanford on a scholarship. He’s determined to prove to himself that he can do it. He never expected that the
girl he lost his virginity to would show up in his office, looking for a job. He also never anticipated that she wouldn’t
remember him. Now he has to hire her, just to prove he’s the same kid from high school—just a whole lot richer. Search
Terms: bad boy obsession, romance billionaire series, bbw, new, melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire
romance, billionaire romance, true love, drugs, women's fiction, overcoming, coming of age, true l, happily ever after,
famous actor, hot and steamy, hot romance, hot doctors, bad boy, Alpha Bad Boy, Alpha male romance, billionaire,
romance, new adult, contemporary romance, love and life, cancer, fiction, big beautiful women, big beautiful woman, fake
boss, fake girlfriend, pepper winters, romantic comedy, action romance, suspense, sw, billionaire romanc, famos actor, hot
doctores, fictio, fake, sexy, sexy hero, sweet romance, hot steamy, love, Managing the Bosses, billionaire obession

The Secret Billionaire
A close presidential election in November could well come down to contested states or even districts--an election decided
by vote theft? It could happen this year. Based on Greg Palast and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s investigative reporting for Rolling
Stone and BBC television, Billionaires & Ballot Bandits: How to Steal an Election in 9 Easy Steps might be the most
important book published this year--one that could save the election. Billionaires & Ballot Bandits names the filthy-rich
sugar-daddies who are super-funding the Super-PACs of both parties--billionaires with nicknames like "The Ice Man," "The
Vulture" and, of course, The Brothers Koch. Told with Palast's no-holds-barred, reporter-on-the-beat style, the facts as he
lays them out are staggering. What emerges in Billionaires & Ballot Bandits is the never-before-told-story of the epic battle
being fought behind the scenes between the old money banking sector that still supports Obama, and the new hedge fund
billionaires like Paul Singer who not only support Romney but also are among his key economic advisors. Although it has not
been reported, Obama has shown some backbone in standing up to the financial excesses of the men behind Romney.
Billionaires & Ballot Bandits exposes the previously unreported details on how operatives plan to use the hundreds of
millions in Super-PAC money pouring into this election. We know the money is pouring in, but Palast shows us the
convoluted ways the money will be used to suppress your vote. The story of the billionaires and why they want to buy an
election is matched with the nine ways they can steal the election. His story of the sophisticated new trickery will pick up on
Palast's giant New York Times bestseller, The Best Democracy Money Can Buy.

Perfect Chemistry
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Two fan-favorite stories of powerful men…wrapped around their babies' little fingers Have Baby, Need Billionaire by
Maureen Child Simon Bradley has certainly never met—or gone to bed with—Tula Barrons. He'd remember that. Still he lets
Tula and her infant cousin—a child she claims is his—stay in his mansion until he has proof of paternity. Having Tula near
reveals something that gives him the perfect opportunity for revenge…but does he risk it? The Sarantos Secret Baby by
Olivia Gates Aris Sarantos is her family's hated adversary. But that doesn't stop Selene Louvardis from wanting him. Or
taking one forbidden night with him. When he later storms back into her life and discovers she's had his child, nothing stops
the ruthless billionaire from claiming his own. Not her family, not the business and certainly not something as inconvenient
as love.

The Billionaire's Gamble (Dare Valley Meets Paris, Volume 1)
He broke her heart. Now he's back. Jackson Lebak is happy as a small-time college football coach. Until his eccentric
grandmother offers a billion-dollar shoe company as an inheritance. The catch? He has to get married before she dies. He
doesn't know a single woman he could even imagine such a future with. But he used to know one. Ruth Koopman is working
toward her Ph.D. and drowning in debt. She's not thrilled when she runs into her old college flame at the coffee shop. He'd
broken her heart into so many pieces, she is still picking them up seven years later. She had been so in love with him. She
had been so certain she would marry him one day. Then Jackson Lebak knocks on her door and proposes. When she asks
him why the sudden rush to the altar, he tells her it's a secret. This is a standalone sweet romance and is appropriate for
any age. You'll love it because it will warm your heart and make you laugh out loud.

The Billionaire's Apprentice
Can a SWAT officer and a billionaire's daughter find love? SWAT Officer Jesse Calhoun wasn't looking for love when he met
Brie Carter. And at first, he thought they'd have nothing in common, but when a new side of her emerges, will she win his
heart? Or will her secret destroy their relationship? Daughter of a billionaire Brie Carter was bored and looking for a way to
spice up her life. When her friend offered a bet with a prize Brie wanted, she agreed, but she never counted on falling in
love on the way. The problem is, how does she tell Jesse about the bet without losing him? Can love unite these two
opposites? Fans of Susan May Warren, Melissa McClone, and Dale Mayer will love this inspirational romance from best
selling author Lorana Hoopes. Begin the Sweet Billionaires series by clicking the button above.

The Hot Hand
An NPR Book Concierge Best Book of 2018! A Sunday Times of London Pick of the Paperbacks A stunning story about how
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power works in the modern age--the book the New York Times called "one helluva page-turner" and The Sunday Times of
London celebrated as "rivetingan astonishing modern media conspiracy that is a fantastic read." Pick up the book everyone
is talking about. In 2007, a short blogpost on Valleywag, the Silicon Valley-vertical of Gawker Media, outed PayPal founder
and billionaire investor Peter Thiel as gay. Thiel's sexuality had been known to close friends and family, but he didn't
consider himself a public figure, and believed the information was private. This post would be the casus belli for a
meticulously plotted conspiracy that would end nearly a decade later with a $140 million dollar judgment against Gawker,
its bankruptcy and with Nick Denton, Gawker's CEO and founder, out of a job. Only later would the world learn that
Gawker's demise was not incidental--it had been masterminded by Thiel. For years, Thiel had searched endlessly for a
solution to what he'd come to call the "Gawker Problem." When an unmarked envelope delivered an illegally recorded sex
tape of Hogan with his best friend's wife, Gawker had seen the chance for millions of pageviews and to say the things that
others were afraid to say. Thiel saw their publication of the tape as the opportunity he was looking for. He would come to pit
Hogan against Gawker in a multi-year proxy war through the Florida legal system, while Gawker remained confidently
convinced they would prevail as they had over so many other lawsuit--until it was too late. The verdict would stun the world
and so would Peter's ultimate unmasking as the man who had set it all in motion. Why had he done this? How had no one
discovered it? What would this mean--for the First Amendment? For privacy? For culture? In Holiday's masterful telling of
this nearly unbelievable conspiracy, informed by interviews with all the key players, this case transcends the narrative of
how one billionaire took down a media empire or the current state of the free press. It's a study in power, strategy, and one
of the most wildly ambitious--and successful--secret plots in recent memory. Some will cheer Gawker's destruction and
others will lament it, but after reading these pages--and seeing the access the author was given--no one will deny that there
is something ruthless and brilliant about Peter Thiel's shocking attempt to shake up the world.

The Billionaire's Secret (Dare Valley Meets Paris, Volume 2)
How will these bachelor billionaires react when the pregnancy test unexpectedly turns uppositive? Find out in this secret
baby box set featuring USA TODAY bestselling HarlequinPresents authors! Pregnancy of Passion by Lucy Monroe Their
tempestuous affair ended years ago, but Salvatore di Vitale is back and the chemistry between him and Elisa is as explosive
asever. When passion leads to pregnancy, Salvatore must claim his heir! Secrets of the Oasis by Abby Green Sheikh Salman
can have anything he wants and he wantsbeautiful Jamilah. When she returns to his desert kingdom, he spirits her off to an
oasiswhere their passionate reconciliation has everlasting consequences… The Desert King's Pregnant Bride by Annie West
Sheikh Khalid Bin Shareef has always vowed not to get entangled with virgins. But innocentMaggie Lewis is too hard to
resist. Then they find their red-hot night had unexpectedrepercussions that only marriage can solve. One Night-Baby by
Susan Stephens When sweet Kate Mulhoon met top Hollywood producer Santino Rossi she was swept away by hisfiery
desire. He knew nothing of her innocence, or of the baby they made that night…untilKate appeared on his film set in Rome,
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five years later…

Secret Bet
**Not a Standalone Contemporary Romance. This is a four-part mini-series with cliffhangers!** Millions of readers have
fallen in love with Ava's bestselling bookscome join the family. International Bestselling Author Ava Miles presents a magical
four-part mini-series partially set in Dare Valley and the City of Love herself, Paris, guaranteed to tempt your taste buds and
capture your imagination. Self-made billionaire inventor and infamous bad boy Evan Michaels has lost the biggest gamble
of his life in a poker game. For one month, he must live and work like a "normal" person in the small town of Dare Valley
and give up his playboy ways. When Evan meets Margie Lancaster, his landlord and new boss, he's not so sure he can make
it a month. Books in this mini-series include: THE BILLIONAIRE’S GAMBLE #1 THE BILLIONAIRE’S SECRET #2 THE
BILLIONAIRE’S COURTSHIP #3 THE BILLIONAIRE’S RETURN #4 PRAISE: "Ava's story is witty and charming." Barbara Freethy
#1 New York Times Bestselling Author on Nora Roberts Land "On par with Nicholas Sparks' love stories." Jennifer's Corner
Blog “The constant love, and the tasteful sexual interludes, bring a sensual, dynamic tension to this appealing story.”
Publisher’s Weekly "I am adding Ava Miles to my list of always reads like Susan Mallery, Jill Shalvis, Kristen Ashley, and
NORA ROBERTS." Marjay's Reading Blog "Miles' story savvy, sense of humor, respect for her readers and empathy for her
characters shine through" USA Today on The Gate to Everything KEYWORDS: small-town romance, feel-good romance,
contemporary romance, romantic comedy, series, romantic comedy series, funny romance, laugh romance, modern
romance, urban romance, cape cod, cape cod romance, USA today, USA today bestseller, smart romance, something funny
to read, lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance, melody grace, melody grace romance, romance for adults,
contemporary romance 2018, funny romance, funny romance new, swoonworthy, romance series, romance series, romance
books, beach reads, new adult, small-town, funny, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, free ebook, freebie, free book,
free reads, free romance novel, free romance book, free beach read, romantic comedy books free, romance books free,
alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming romance, family, love, love books, kissing
books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, sassy,
captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, beach romance, books for summer, books
for the beach, beach series, romance billionaire series, billionaire romance, romantic comedy, billionaire, new adult, second
chances, comedy, humor, rich, quick read, serial, series, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature,
story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, billionaire romance, fun summer reads, love and
friendship, new romance series, hot romance series, new small-town series, beach reads 2018, new beach read, free beach
house book, free beach romance, free summer romance, free vacation romance, free summer book

The Billionaire’s Secret Love
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This is a sweet romance short story (word count 6,883) Jessica meets an extremely handsome stranger while sitting and
minding her own business on the train. But the stranger seems determined to strike up a conversation and gain Jessica’s
attention. On their journey together, he tells her that his name is Paul and that he finds her beautiful, all before asking her
out on a date. Now, some women would have been flattered by such a compliment, but not Jessica! She has sworn off any
interest in men and is less than impressed by a pass being made at her, and rudely tells Paul her thoughts on the matter
before they part ways. The next day, the scene between Paul and herself plays in her mind and Jessica wonders if she had
been too harsh with her words to him, but she puts her feelings of guilt aside taking comfort in the fact that she will never
see the stranger again. Unfortunately, she finds out the hard way that fate sometimes throws people together, and to her
surprise and horror she meets Paul again at the hotel where she works. This time around, she becomes aware that the
stranger is no other than Mr Paul Truman who is a billionaire. What’s even more surprising is that fact that Paul seems even
more determined than ever to prove that he is just the man for her!

The Billionaire's Secret
Hailey Mitchel wants one thing. Her boss. The only problem is he’s never looked at her as more than a loyal employee. At
least, not until his charming business rival, Caleb, drops into her life with an offer she can’t refuse. He’s willing to bet he can
make her fall in love with him in a month, and if he’s wrong, he’ll help her find the keys to her boss’s heart. Caleb Langston
wants one thing. Revenge. Hailey is his ticket to finally evening the score with his old adversary. There’s just one problem.
The more time he spends with her, the less he cares about his grand plans for payback. But love is always a gamble, and
soon he’ll have to choose between his past and his future. And pray Hailey never discovers the secret he’s been hiding from
her. Each book in the Sexy Billionaires series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series
Order: Book #1 Right Billionaire, Wrong Wedding Book #2 The Billionaire’s Bet Book #3 The Billionaire’s Paradise

Betting the Billionaire
If that man calls her one more time So what if Gabe Campos is a model-dating billionaire who gets Keisha Jacobs hotter
than a Ferrari's engine on the straightaway? He keeps pushing her to sell her family's furniture business, but she'll never
give in—not unless she wants to give her father a second heart attack. All Gabe should be thinking about is how he'll finally
get revenge on the man who killed his father. But when he meets the man's daughter, Keisha, instead of focusing on
destroying Jacobs Fine Furnishings, he can't get her warm-whisky voice out of his mind. Forced by a snow storm to spend
the night together, their passion ignites. The next day, however, it's back to business. The only way Keisha can save her
family is to win a bet with the billionaire. But neither realized their hearts are part of the bargain
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The Billionaire's Impromptu Bet
When the secrets of the past won't stay buried… Once the heartthrob of London's elite, gorgeous Nicolo Chatsfield now
lives alone in his family's crumbling estate. No one dares reach out to his tormented soul…. Until a glimmer of hope enters
Nicolo's lonely world, bringing light to the shadows…. Sophie Ashdown knows about painful pasts and has no intention of
redeeming Nicolo—she just needs him to attend the Chatsfield shareholders' meeting! But she's not prepared for this darkly
compelling Chatsfield, and soon Sophie is under Nicolo's spell, easing his pain in the most pleasurable way! Welcome to
Chatsfield House! Collect all 8 titles in The Chatsfield miniseries: Sheikh's Scandal, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Lucy Monroe Playboy's Lesson, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melaine Milburne Socialite's Gamble, by Michelle
Conder Billionaire's Secret, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Chantelle Shaw Tycoon's Temptation, by USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR Trish Morey Rival's Challenge, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Abby Green Rebel's Bargain, by
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Annie West Heiress's Defiance, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Lynn Raye Harris

Bitcoin Billionaires
Seeing the beautiful but timid redhead across the casino Sid Matthews is determined to have her. She's smart beautiful and
everything he needs in order to put the crowning touch to the empire he's built through years of sacrifice. He's at the top
now, owner of one of the most successful casinos in Las Vegas. And he's determined that Sabrina will become his wife. He
just has to convince her. Sabrina Charmichael loves her job and is thrilled when Sid Matthews hires her to be his special
events coordinator. But when he asks her to dinner - can she really believe that someone as sexy and dangerous as Sid
could possibly be interested in a shy Virginia girl like her?

The Billionaire's Gamble
For entrepreneurs ready to reach the next level of success, small business owner turned multibillionaire Tilman Fertitta
shares the commonsense principles that have rocketed his worldwide hospitality empire to the top. For aspiring
entrepreneurs or people in business, this book will help you take your company to the next level. When you put this book
down, you’ll know what you’re doing right and what you’re doing wrong to operate your business, and if you’re just getting
started, it will help set you up for success. Tilman Fertitta, also known as the Billion Dollar Buyer, started his hospitality
empire thirty years ago with just one restaurant. So he knows the challenges that business owners face, as well as the
common pitfalls that cause them to go under. Over the years he’s stayed true to the principles that helped him scale his
business to what is believed to be the largest single-shareholder company in America, with over $4 billion in revenue,
including hundreds of restaurants (Landry’s Seafood, Bubba Gump Shrimp Company, Morton’s Steakhouse, Mastro’s, The
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Chart House, Rainforest Café, and over forty more restaurant concepts) and five Golden Nugget Casinos. He’s also sole
owner of the NBA’s Houston Rockets. In Shut Up and Listen!, he shares the key insights that made it all possible. When
entrepreneurs appear on Billion Dollar Buyer, the biggest obstacles they often face are ones they don’t suspect: not
knowing your numbers, not knowing your strengths and weaknesses, or not being willing to go that extra mile with your
customers. Fertitta has seen it all. He knows that what you aren’t paying attention to can either sink your business or
become the very things that launch you to the top. As Fertitta says: “You might think you know what you’re doing, but I’m
going to show you what you don’t know.” Fertitta shares straight-talk “Tilmanisms” around six key action items that any
entrepreneur can adopt today: Be the Bull No Spare Customers Change, Change, Change Know Your Numbers Follow the
95/5 Rule Take No Out of Your Vocabulary A groundbreaking, no-holds-barred book, Shut Up and Listen! offers practical,
hard-earned wisdom from one of the most successful business owners in the world.

21: Bringing Down the House - Movie Tie-In
Olivia Brent is happy with her quiet and orderly life in the country, until the imminent loss of her home forces her to try and
track down her estranged father. She’s immediately out of her depth and in danger from criminals she believes her father
might be among. Luckily, a stunningly gorgeous and enigmatic billionaire sweeps in to rescue her. Saving Olivia is not an
altruistic act for Luc Severino. He’s been searching for her father for years and feels now he’s closer than ever to getting
the revenge he desires. He’s willing to use any methods available to persuade Olivia to help him. If blackmail doesn’t gain
her total cooperation, a little seduction might. But losing his own heart could change Luc’s greatest desire forever.

Secret Billionaire's Stubborn Cowgirl
He whispered in my ear. Three simple words halted all rational thoughtPatrickWomen naturally circle the flame of wealth
and power, and mine is brighter than most. Does she love me, does she not? There's no way to know. They're all faking
something.When I stopped to help her, Liz mistook me for a carpenter. Maybe this time I'll know.She resisted me, but it was
pointless. I was determined to make her mine.Everything was perfect.Until the day she left.

Billionaire's Secret
Impulse
The wedding of the century sets the stage for an unexpected romance as one repressed royal falls for his assistant in this
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novel in the Billionaire Boys Club series. As a member of the royal family in a small European country, Griffin Verdi’s
presence is requested at the wedding of the century. The scholarly billionaire feels out of his depth in social situations, so a
good assistant is required—especially when dealing with royal etiquette. Unfortunately for Griffin, he’s stuck with Maylee
Meriweather, a pretty, charming, and thoroughly unsuitable woman who doesn’t know a thing about high society—but she
sure can kiss. Her lack of polish may sink Griffin, because after all, even his money can’t buy class. But through Maylee’s
eyes, he’s starting to appreciate the simple things in life—if simple means the most complicated woman he’s ever met.
Maylee is everything Griffin isn’t—and everything he wants—if he can let down his guard and step outside his sheltered
world

The Bet
With a mountain of gambling debt left by her dead father and her mother in a nursing home, Lucy Ennis works hard to
make ends meet. So when she loses her job, she jumps at the chance to work at a farm being leased by a handsome
stranger. With a Stetson hat atop bright blue eyes and chiselled abs, the cowboy certainly comes in a sexy package, but
he’s also arrogant, inflexible and doesn’t seem to know much about farming. Despite her own problems piling up, Lucy
can’t help being drawn to the mystery man. Zach Collins needed a break from the stress of his billion-dollar business and
the stream of women eager to get their hands on his money. But when he set his sights on a simple country farm, he wasn’t
prepared to be working side by side with a firecracker like Lucy. She’s stubborn, spirited and undeniably sexy, but as time
goes by Zach can tell that her smiling eyes are hiding something. And while he’s not willing to share his own secret, he’s
determined to unravel hers. But as the intensity of their attraction grows, any chance at real happiness seems impossible
when Zach continues to hide the truth and Lucy’s shady past poses a very real threat.

Billionaire's Secret
Playboy billionaire, Trent Davis, never wakes up next to the women he takes to bed, and every tabloid in New York City
knows it. Elaine Manning's reputation means everything to her, and she refuses to be his latest conquest. All bets are off
when she accepts an once-in-a-lifetime job offer, the only catch being the identity of her boss: Trent Davis. Unable to
separate work and pleasure, the two enter into a secret relationship. Elaine has a bigger secret, one she's been hiding for
years, and Trent will do anything to learn the truth, but at what cost? Betting on You Series: Book One: The Billionaire's
Secret Book Two: The Billionaire's Masquerade Book Three: The Billionaire's LongshotBook Four: The Billionaire's Jackpot

Conspiracy
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Kelsey Kyle will do whatever it takes to get a promotion at the casino where she works. If she can set-up a one-on-one fan
experience with tall-dark-and-intense Micah Holmes, she’s in. The only problem? Micah wants her. And when he discovers
her secret agenda, all bets are off. Anything beyond a “strictly professional” relationship will get Kelsey fired, but she needs
to get close to Micah to get the super fan experience her client wants. Hot sex in her apartment pool begins a game of
“undercover lover” that quickly escalates to something more. But when Micah discovers her secret agenda, all bets are off.
The complete 'What Happens in Vegas’ series (All standalones which can be read out of order) Tempting Her Best Friend by
Gina L. Maxwell The Makeover Mistake by Kathy Lyons A Change of Plans by Robyn Thomas Masquerading with the CEO by
Dawn Chartier Just One Reason by Brooklyn Skye Tamed by the Outlaw by Michelle Sharp Tempted by Mr. Write by Sara
Hantz Gambling on the Bodyguard by Sarah Ballance Seducing Seven by M.K. Meredith Calling Her Bluff by Kaia Danielle
Her Secret Lover by Robin Covington Betting on the Wrong Brother by Cathryn Fox Accidentally in Love with the Biker by
Teri Anne Stanley Loving the Odds by Stefanie London

Harlequin Presents The Billionaires Secret Babies
Can true love defeat a decade apart, a dozen lies, and one dangerous enemy?

The Billionaires Secret: How the World's Wealthiest People Get Rich and Stay Rich with
Preferred Securities
One Cocky Billionaire. One former Marine jilted at the altar. And one bet that forces them back together and threatens to
tear them apart. With a history of women sticking around only long enough to win over his money, not earn his love, Peter
has learned to keep women at arm’s length. But as much as he plays it smart with romance, he’s still a sucker for a
challenge. So when his brother bets that he can’t date the same woman for thirty days, it’s game on. Wooing a woman for
one month and then walking away unscathed sounds almost too easy. Until his brother announces who the woman will be.
Former Marine Belle Jordan has lived through the scandal of being jilted at the altar. Ever since, she protects her heart,
knowing she can never go through that kind of heartbreak again. Now the brother of the woman who tore her life apart is
pursuing her with an intensity that is hard to resist. Her brain warns her to stay away, but her heart wants to trust his
seductive words. Before long, Peter finds that Belle is turning his cynical world on its head and awakening his long-dormant
heart. When the truth comes out about the secret bet, Peter fears he may lose the one woman who can look past the dollar
signs to see the man behind the throne. But will the realization be too little too later? Fans of Jackie Collins, Danielle Steele
and Bella Andre will love Secret Bet, Book 3, in the House of Morgan Series by USA Today bestselling author, Victoria Pinder.
Scroll up and one click to start reading this dazzling and dramatic romance today! Topics: billionaire romance books,
billionaire seeks, Billionaire Boss, Billionaire Beau, Billionaire Ransom, royal romance books, prince romance, contemporary
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romance, new adult romance, romance books free, romance, romance, romance books, romantic books, Secret Baby,
Secret Baby, Convenient Wife, friends to lovers, Friends Forever, friends with benefits, Opposites Attract, Victoria’s secret,
best friends, best friends forever, royal tea, prince romance, king romance, princess, princess ever after, princess diaries,
tempted, tempted by the rogue prince, tempted by fire, secrets, crushing, crush, bet, bet me, wish, wishes, baby yours,
baby daddy, heir, date, date night, romeo, match, admirer, bridesmaid, rock star, movie star, forbidden, royally, royally
screwed, secret, tempting, irresistibly, irresistible, happily ever after, enemies to lovers, billionaire ever after, prince ever
after, cinderella, hidden, office, beach, billionaire, baby, daddy, best man romance, soap opera, romantic comedy,
opposites attract, rags to riches, billionaire romance, new adult romance, vacation romance, dramatic romance, romance
drama, FAMILY DRAMA, secret baby romance, evil father romance

The Billionaire's Bet
Just as WASPs, Irish-Catholics and Our Crowd Jews once made the ascent from immigrants to powerbrokers, it is now the
Indian-American's turn. Citigroup, PepsiCo and Mastercard are just a handful of the Fortune 500 companies led by a group
known as the "Twice Blessed." Yet little is known about how these Indian emigres (and children of emigres) rose through
the ranks. Until now The collapse of the Galleon Group--a hedge fund that managed more than $7 billion in assets--from
criminal charges of insider trading was a sensational case that pitted prosecutor Preet Bharara, himself the son of Indian
immigrants, against the best and brightest of the South Asian business community. At the center of the case was selfdescribed King of Kings, Galleon's founder Raj Rajaratnam, a Sri-Lankan-born, Wharton-educated billionaire. But the most
shocking allegation was that the éminence grise of Indian business, Rajat Gupta, was Rajaratnam's accomplice and mole. If
not for Gupta's nose-to-the-grindstone rise to head up McKinsey & Co and a position on the Goldman Sachs board, men like
Rajaratnam would have never made it to the top of America's moneyed elite. Author Anita Raghavan criss-crosses the globe
from Wall Street boardrooms to Delhi's Indian Institute of Technology as she uncovers the secrets of this subculture--an
incredible tale of triumph, temptation and tragedy.

The Billionaire's Secret Shoes
Billionaires are extremely rare, and their mindset differs hugely from ordinary millionaires. The author worked with some of
the very best entrepreneurs and distilled their secrets into 20 principles that enabled them to start from zero and create
billions in value. This book gives you the roadmap to follow their path to extreme wealth and success.

The Bet
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Recounts the story of how a notorious gang of MIT blackjack savants devised and received backing for a system for winning
at the world's most sophisticated casinos, an endeavor that earned them more than three million dollars. Originally
published as Bringing Down the House. Reissue. (A Columbia Pictures film, written by Peter Steinfeld & Allan Loeb, directed
by Robert Luketic, releasing March 2008, starring Kevin Spacey, Kate Bosworth, Laurence Fishburne, Jim Sturgess, & others)
(Current Affairs)

Shut Up and Listen!
Falling for her student's single dad was the last thing she expected What is life supposed to look like when you are 38?
Usually we think that we should be happily married, with a good decade behind us with our partner, and a couple kids at
home. But for Blake, things aren’t quite falling in line with the usual narrative. At 38, he has been single for two years,
having divorced the mother of his child, and he is sharing custody time of his 16-year-old daughter with her. As far as he is
concerned, this is just how things are going to be, and he doesn’t hold out much hope for it improving. Then he meets
Emily, his daughter’s history teacher. Their first meeting is rather uneventful, simply discussing his daughter’s struggles in
her class, though the attraction is there. But when he and his squad from the fire department put out her house fire and
save her cat, things speed up. Of course, getting involved with a divorced father is going to be complicated, and Emily has
some baggage of her own

Blackmailed by the Italian Billionaire
He has tradition ingrained in him… She lives for the moment… Will they find a common ground? Lex Fitzgerald is not your
average billionaire. He leads a double life as the conscientious head of his family and the pleasure-seeking rogue who
parties hard and pushes the limits in and out of the bedroom. His two worlds are about to collide because of one woman,
Jillian Finnegan. Lex needs a secret weapon to defeat a competitor and finds it in Jillian Finnegan. He has no intention of
letting her potty mouth, her crazy lifestyle, or her eccentric family get in his way. So when he makes her an offer, he
expects her to accept. However, sparks start to fly when Jillian gives him a counteroffer and dares him to refuse. Has Lex
finally met his match? Let the seduction begin.

The Billionaire's Secret Kink Prequel
**Not a Standalone Contemporary Romance. This is a four-part mini-series with cliffhangers.** Millions of readers have
fallen in love with Ava's bestselling bookscome join the family. International Bestselling Author Ava Miles presents a magical
four-part mini-series partially set in Dare Valley and the City of Love herself, Paris, guaranteed to tempt your taste buds and
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capture your imagination. After resisting Margie Lancaster for one month as part of the gamble he'd lost, Evan Michaels is
now in the free and clear to romance her. And it's all the easier since Margie is taking French baking classes in Paris—where
Evan lives year-round—in advance of her opening Hot Cross Buns, Dare Valley's new bakery. But there's one catch. Margie
comes from money and was tragically disowned by her family, and she's not particularly fond of rich people, especially
billionaire alpha playboys. So, Evan is romancing her in the City of Love with his secret hanging over his head, hoping to
make her fall for him as much as he's falling for her before she discovers the truth that could destroy everything between
them. Books in this mini-series include: THE BILLIONAIRE’S GAMBLE #1 THE BILLIONAIRE’S SECRET #2 THE BILLIONAIRE’S
COURTSHIP #3 THE BILLIONAIRE’S RETURN #4 PRAISE: "Ava's story is witty and charming." Barbara Freethy #1 New York
Times Bestselling Author on Nora Roberts Land "On par with Nicholas Sparks' love stories." Jennifer's Corner Blog “The
constant love, and the tasteful sexual interludes, bring a sensual, dynamic tension to this appealing story.” Publisher’s
Weekly "I am adding Ava Miles to my list of always reads like Susan Mallery, Jill Shalvis, Kristen Ashley, and NORA
ROBERTS." Marjay's Reading Blog "Miles' story savvy, sense of humor, respect for her readers and empathy for her
characters shine through" USA Today on The Gate to Everything

The Billion Dollar Secret
He thinks he's god's gift to women.She thinks he's a sex-mad jerk.FOR $10K HE'LL PROVE HE CAN WIN HER OVER.Arrogant.
Womanizing. Jerk.Xavier Stone has been called many things, and he's proud of most of them.Driving a Ferrari 488, living in
Tribeca, and running businesses that spit out $$$, he's living the dream. He can, and often does, have any woman he
wants. Except for Isabel Laronde. That chick is something else. And right now, she's not interested.Failing to attract her
attention, Xavier seeks to prove himself by placing a bet: $10K to win Isabel over and to get her into his bed.Piece of
cake.Except that Isabel is mistrusting of the rich and privileged, and Xavier represents everything she hates in a man.
Finding him to be arrogant and self-obsessed, Izzy sees right through Xavier's flirtatious attempts--and there's no way in
hell she's falling for any of them.Until, despite her best intentions, she does. When her defenses crumble, her resistance
falls to the wayside faster than her panties. But Xavier Stone should have come with a warning.She should have listened to
her gut. She should have stayed away.First impressions are rarely wrong and this man was trouble right from the start.**
The Bet is a 110K sexy standalone contemporary romance with a HEA, no cheating, or cliffhangers. It is also Book 1 in the
Indecent Intentions series (a spin-off from The Billionaire's Love Story) **

The Single Dad
After a lifetime of bets with my best friends, we made the one bet that would change our lives. Get married. Make it last.
Win a car. I didn't even care about winning. What does a billionaire bachelor need with a car? I live a charmed life. Why
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would I need bragging rights? I'm cool and confident. Bragging is not my style. As far as I was concerned, I wasn't even one
of the players. This was all about helping a friend heal. See, I forgot all about the damn bet the moment I laid eyes on Kate.
Then all I wanted was to kiss Kate, have Kate, marry Kate. Of course, I never considered what I could lose if I won the bet.

The Billionaire's Secret (Betting on You Series: Book One)
Can a bad boy turn good? Billionaire Maxwell Banks enjoyed his single life. He was free to do what he wanted, until a blast
from his past showed up on his doorstep with a daughter he didn’t know he had. Now he is forced to become a father
overnight and he has no idea what he’s doing. Can he change to become the role model she needs? Alyssa Miller hasn’t had
the best luck with past relationships and she’s heard nothing but negative comments about Maxwell, but when she is
tasked with helping him care for Peyton, she begins to see a different side of him. Will she fall for the one man she is sure
will break her heart or can he be redeemed? Fans of Colleen Coble, Melissa McClone, and Karen Kingsbury will love this
inspirational romance by best-selling author Lorana Hoopes. Grab your copy today!

The Secret
How can you maximize success—and limit failure? Wall Street Journal reporter Ben Cohen brilliantly investigates the
mystery and science of streaks, from basketball to business. "A feast for anyone interested in the secrets of excellence."
—Andre Agassi For decades, statisticians, social scientists, psychologists, and economists (among them Nobel Prize
winners) have spent massive amounts of precious time thinking about whether streaks actually exist. After all, a substantial
number of decisions that we make in our everyday lives are quietly rooted in this one question: If something happened
before, will it happen again? Is there such a thing as being in the zone? Can someone have a “hot hand”? Or is it simply a
case of seeing patterns in randomness? Or, if streaks are possible, where can they be found? In The Hot Hand, Wall Street
Journal reporter Ben Cohen offers an unfailingly entertaining and provocative investigation into these questions. He begins
with how a $35,000 fine and a wild night in New York revived a debate about the existence of streaks that was several
generations in the making. We learn how the ability to recognize and then bet against streaks turned a business school
dropout named David Booth into a billionaire, and how the subconscious nature of streak-related bias can make the
difference between life and death for asylum seekers. We see how previously unrecognized streaks hidden amidst archival
data helped solve one of the most haunting mysteries of the twentieth century, the disappearance of Raoul Wallenberg.
Cohen also exposes how streak-related incentives can be manipulated, from the five-syllable word that helped break arcade
profit records to an arc of black paint that allowed Stephen Curry to transform from future junior high coach into the
greatest three-point shooter in NBA history. Crucially, Cohen also explores why false recognition of nonexistent streaks can
have cataclysmic results, particularly if you are a sugar beet farmer or the sort of gambler who likes to switch to black on
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the ninth spin of the roulette wheel.

The Secret Billionaire
From Ben Mezrich, the New York Times bestselling author of The Accidental Billionaires and Bringing Down the House,
comes Bitcoin Billionaires--the fascinating story of brothers Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss's big bet on crypto-currency and
its dazzling pay-off. Ben Mezrich's 2009 bestseller The Accidental Billionaires is the definitive account of Facebook's
founding and the basis for the Academy Award–winning film The Social Network. Two of the story's iconic characters are
Harvard students Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss: identical twins, Olympic rowers, and foils to Mark Zuckerberg. Bitcoin
Billionaires is the story of the brothers’ redemption and revenge in the wake of their epic legal battle with Facebook.
Planning to start careers as venture capitalists, the brothers quickly discover that no one will take their money after their
fight with Zuckerberg. While nursing their wounds in Ibiza, they accidentally run into an eccentric character who tells them
about a brand-new idea: cryptocurrency. Immersing themselves in what is then an obscure and sometimes sinister world,
they begin to realize “crypto” is, in their own words, "either the next big thing or total bulls--t." There’s nothing left to do
but make a bet. From the Silk Road to the halls of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Bitcoin Billionaires will take us
on a wild and surprising ride while illuminating a tantalizing economic future. On November 26, 2017, the Winklevoss
brothers became the first bitcoin billionaires. Here’s the story of how they got there—as only Ben Mezrich could tell it.

Chasing Perfection
When the secrets of the past won't stay buried Once the heartthrob of London's elite, gorgeous Nicolo Chatsfield now lives
alone in his family's crumbling estate. No one dares reach out to his tormented soul. Until a glimmer of hope enters Nicolo's
lonely world, bringing light to the shadows. Sophie Ashdown knows about painful pasts and has no intention of redeeming
Nicoloshe just needs him to attend the Chatsfield shareholders' meeting! But she's not prepared for this darkly compelling
Chatsfield, and soon Sophie is under Nicolo's spell, easing his pain in the most pleasurable way! Welcome to Chatsfield
House! Collect all 8 titles in The Chatsfield miniseries: Sheikh's Scandal, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Lucy Monroe
Playboy's Lesson, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melaine Milburne Socialite's Gamble, by Michelle Conder
Billionaire's Secret, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Chantelle Shaw Tycoon's Temptation, by USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR Trish Morey Rival's Challenge, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Abby Green Rebel's Bargain, by
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Annie West Heiress's Defiance, by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Lynn Raye Harris
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